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A Response to Amy F. Kimpel, Coordinating Community Reintegration Services for “Deportable Alien” Defendants: A Moral and Financial Imperative

Each year, thousands of individuals are released from prisons in the United States. Reentry services—services aimed at helping an individual reintegrate into the community upon his or her release—have long been neglected as an afterthought of the criminal justice system. However, in recent years, prison officials, criminal justice reformers, and politicians alike have increasingly recognized the critical role reentry services play in ensuring individuals do not reoffend once released from prison.  

In her article, Coordinating Community Reintegration Services for “Deportable Alien” Defendants: A Moral and Financial Imperative, Amy Kimpel convincingly argues that, despite this increased attention, there is at least one group of individuals being released from prison for whom reentry services remain inadequate. Noncitizens who face removal from the United States at the end of their prison sentence are unable to access many existing reentry services within the prison system. In addition, noncitizens lack reentry services specific to their unique needs both while in custody and upon reintegration into the country to which they are released. As Kimpel rightly points out, these failures have both moral and financial costs. Failing to help noncitizen offenders reenter society in the same way we help citizen offenders raises important questions about our prison system’s commitment to rehabilitation and our...
In addition, and perhaps a consequence more persuasive to some, significant financial costs result from the recidivism and re-imprisonment rates for noncitizen offenders for whom reentry services either are ineffective or simply do not exist. Thus, Kimpel offers several reforms that would begin to address the reentry needs of those facing removal, ranging from smaller “in-house” changes within a prison to large governmental projects. This Response builds on Kimpel’s work by considering the potential effectiveness of these proposals for noncitizen-focused reentry services and how their effectiveness should be evaluated.

Currently, the “success” of reentry services is predominantly measured by examining the recidivism rates of offenders who receive such services. This method of evaluation is built upon the premise that reentry services target the reasons underlying the commission of crime (for instance, by providing drug treatment to individuals who commit crimes due to their drug addiction, or by offering education and skills training to individuals who commit crimes due to their lack of stable employment). Recidivism rates also serve as a proxy for determining how well offenders are able to reintegrate into the community upon release. A reduction in recidivism would therefore support the conclusion that the program is effective and justifies the commitment to the initial provision of reentry services.

Considering the reentry needs of noncitizens, as compared to the needs of citizens, brings into focus a group of noncitizen offenders for which there is not a citizen counterpart—individuals who violate federal immigration law. These offenders are not convicted of more “traditional” crimes, such as drug crimes, property offenses, or violent crimes. Rather, the crimes they commit are criminal violations of federal immigration law, typically entering or re-entering the United States without lawful permission. As Kimpel points out, this group of


9. See Kimpel, supra note 2, at 1042.
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12. The most common federal immigration criminal offense is unlawful re-entry into the United States after a prior removal. See U.S. SENTENCING COMM’N, ILLEGAL REENTRY OFFENSES 8 (2015).

offenders has an extremely high rate of recidivism. In fiscal year 2013, thirty-eight percent of unlawful reentry offenders unlawfully came back into the country after being removed due to a prior unlawful entry. In addition, many noncitizens who were removed from the U.S. because they had committed other types of crimes re-offend simply by returning to the country, thereby committing the crime of unlawful re-entry.

By examining these offenders in particular, it is possible to draw some important conclusions that impact the assessment of reentry services to noncitizens. First, as Kimpel notes, noncitizen offenders have varied ties with the U.S. and their birth country. The depth and strength of an individual’s community ties in the U.S., versus those in his or her country of birth, will significantly impact the effectiveness of any particular proposed reentry service. For instance, providing an ID and notifying family of the time and place of release may be more effective in reducing recidivism for migrant workers than it would be for noncitizens who have lived and worked in the U.S. for many years. Similarly, an “inmate release plan” for an individual with significant ties to his or her birth country may be helpful, but such a plan would not meaningfully assist an individual facing deportation to a country where they do not speak the language or have familial or financial support.

Second, the reasons underlying the recidivism of those who commit entry-related offenses likely differ from the reasons underlying the recidivism of noncitizens who commit other state and federal crimes. Unlawful entry offenders are often highly motivated to return to the U.S. due to their desire to remain with their family, which frequently includes their own children. Many unlawful entry offenders have lived most of their lives in the U.S., and therefore their entire family and community exists in the U.S. Although noncitizens who commit other types of crimes may be similarly motivated to remain in the U.S., the reasons underlying the recidivism rates of other types of crime committed by
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18. The depth and strength of an individual’s ties to the U.S. do not necessarily correspond with whether a person has lawful status to live in the U.S. There are individuals who are lawfully present, for instance, on a tourist visa, who do not have significant ties to a U.S. community. However, there are also noncitizens who have lived in the U.S. for several decades without lawful permission.
noncitizens likely center on issues such as drug addiction, mental illness, and poverty—reasons that also underlie citizen recidivism rates.\textsuperscript{21}

Third, and finally, the high recidivism rate for individuals who commit entry-related offenses suggests that neither past incarceration nor the risk of future incarceration works as a means of deterrence to the same extent that it does for offenders who might re-commit other state or federal crimes. This implies that the motive behind the commission of an unlawful entry offense—namely, the desire to be with one’s family—often outweighs the risk of a significant prison sentence.\textsuperscript{22} A recognition of the enormous strength—and positive value—of the underlying motivation of these offenders should influence our understanding of why any particular reentry service may or may not affect the individual’s decision to “re-offend” by returning to the U.S. unlawfully.

For the moment, if we accept the current thinking that reentry services are designed primarily to reduce recidivism, and thus the success of any program is measured by a reduction in recidivism, the challenge in creating reentry services for noncitizens who commit entry-related offenses is to determine what services address the underlying motivations for unlawful reentry into the U.S. This inquiry raises a more fundamental question: Whether it is in fact even possible to create reentry services that would effectively address these underlying motivations to re-offend. For purposes of this Response, I suggest that the answer to this question is that it is not. Even if the American criminal justice system were to undertake many of the proposals made by Kimpel—for instance, allowing noncitizens access to skills classes and drug treatment within the prison, or helping noncitizens develop a release plan in the country of their removal—none of these reforms would directly address the primary motivation behind unlawful reentry: reuniting with family and returning to an established life in the U.S. Despite the potential positive impact these proposals may have on an individual offender’s life, it is difficult to imagine any significant impact they would have on the recidivism rate of entry-related offenses more broadly.

Several of Kimpel’s proposals require a significant financial and social investment by other countries, such as the creation of jobs, the provision of housing, and the establishment of mental health and treatment services.\textsuperscript{23} If these societal reforms were carried out either by
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the country alone or in collaboration with the U.S., removed individuals may make a different choice about reentering unlawfully. Unfortunately, the likelihood of these large-scale societal changes occurring in many of the countries to which individuals are being deported is slim, and the U.S. is unlikely to sufficiently invest in reforms based in other countries—much less in social programs directed at those who are considered “deported aliens.”

Despite my skepticism that reentry services can meaningfully reduce the recidivism rates of entry-related offenses, this does not mean that the status quo of the prison system is acceptable for these offenders. There are other critical reasons to provide reentry services to these individuals, as well as to all offenders, both citizen and noncitizen alike. These services provide basic dignities and the chance to have a better daily life, regardless of where the individual is released. In addition, services within the prison, such as education classes, skills training, and arts programming, provide a range of other benefits to both the prison and the offender, including better behavior among inmates and intangible gains like personal growth and increased self-awareness. Furthermore, there may be at least a few individuals who receive relief from removal, and who will then be reintegrated back into American society. Reentry services for noncitizens in custody should be provided for this reason as well.

In conclusion, in the context of immigration-related offenses, it may
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27. Some examples of relief from removal include applying for asylum and a form of relief called “cancellation of removal.” See 8 U.S.C. § 1229(a)–(b) (2012).
not be possible to significantly reduce the recidivism rate through the provision of reentry services. I challenge the effectiveness of reentry services as measured by the recidivism rate for these offenses, not to question the need for reentry services for noncitizens or the nature of the proposals themselves, but rather to suggest that justifications other than the desire to reduce recidivism must motivate the provision of reentry services to noncitizen offenders. If other reasons inspire the provision of reentry services at the front end, financial support for these services will not be questioned at the back end if advocates do not see a reduction in recidivism some had initially hoped for.

Moreover, questioning the link between reentry services and recidivism rates for noncitizens raises larger questions about the usefulness of incarceration for entry-related offenses, the criminalization of these types of violations of immigration law, and the consequence of “banishment” for a vast array of state and federal crimes. Indeed, we may look to the growing number of states that provide post-conviction relief in state court—that is, the vacatur of state criminal offenses in order to prevent adverse immigration consequences in federal immigration court—so that noncitizens are able to lawfully remain with their family in the U.S. after having served their sentence for the criminal offense. If we were able to take removal out of the punishment for at least some offenses, reentry services could then effectively work to address employment in the U.S., provide drug addiction and mental health treatment, and ensure that children have the opportunity to be raised by their parents in their home and within their community. Reentry services such as these are a benefit to all families and individuals alike.

28. Cf. Fonda & Williams, supra note 26 (arguing the recidivism rates of participants should not be the only marker of whether a prison arts program is valuable to offenders and the prison system).
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